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All artists, whether painters, sculptors, architects, or interior decorators work with these same basic elements to achieve
certain effects, all of which must work together to form a unified whole. But these five elements alone aren't enough to
generate a successful design. Five components of.

Not to be confused with interior decoration, interior design draws on aspects of environmental psychology,
architecture, and product design in addition to traditional decoration. An interior designer is a person who is
considered a professional in the field of interior design or one who designs interiors as part of their job.
Interior design is a creative practice that analyzes programmatic information, establishes a conceptual
direction, refines the design direction, and produces graphic communication and construction documents. In
some jurisdictions, interior designers must be licensed to practice. Wikipedia Now that you have an idea about
interior design, we can move forward and learn something really useful, the principles of interior design.
Collect this idea When doing interior design it is necessary to think of the house as a totality; a series of spaces
linked together by halls and stairways. It is therefore appropriate that a common style and theme runs
throughout. This is not to say that all interior design elements should be the same but they should work
together and complement each other to strengthen the whole composition. A way to create this theme or
storyline is with the well considered use of color. Color schemes in general are a great way to unify a
collection of spaces. For example, you might pick three or four colors and use them in varying shades
thoughout the house. Collect this idea In a short sentence for those who just scan this article balance can be
described as the equal distribution of visual weight in a room. There are three styles of balance: Symmetrical
balance is usually found in traditional interiors. Symmetrical balance is characterized by the same objects
repeated in the same positions on either side of a vertical axis, for example you might remember old rooms
where on each side of a room is an exact mirror of the other. This symmetry also reflects the human form, so
we are inately comfortable in a balanced setting. Asymmetrical balance is more appropriate in design in these
days. Balance is achieved with some dissimilar objects that have equal visual weight or eye attraction.
Assymetrical balance is more casual and less contrived in feeling, but more difficult to achieve. Asymmetry
suggests movement, and leads to more lively interiors. Radial symmetry is when all the elements of a design
are arrayed around a center point. A spiral staircase is also an excellent example of radial balance. Though not
often employed in interiors, it can provide an interesting counterpoint if used appropriately. A well-designed
room always has, depending on the size of it, one or more focal points. A focal point must be dominant to
draw attention and interesting enough to encourage the viewer to look further. A focal point thus must have a
lasting impression but must also be an integral part of the decoration linked through scale, style, color or
theme. A fireplace or a flat tv is the first example that most people think of when we talk about a room focal
point. Collect this idea If we would speak about music we would describe rhytmas the beat of pulse of the
music. In interior design, rhythm is all about visual pattern repetition. Rhythm is defined as continuity,
recurrence or organized movement. To achieve these themes in a design, you need to think about repetition,
progression, transition and contrast. Using these mechanisms will impart a sense of movement to your space,
leading the eye from one design element to another. Repetition is the use of the same element more than once
throughout a space. You can repeat a pattern, color, texture, line, or any other element, or even more than one
element. Progression is taking an element and increasing or decreasing one or more of its qualities. The most
obvious implementation of this would be a gradation by size. A cluster of candles of varying sizes on a simple
tray creates interest because of the natural progression shown. You can also achieve progression via color,
such as in a monochromatic color scheme where each element is a slightly different shade of the same hue.
Transition is a little harder to define. Unlike repetition or progression, transition tends to be a smoother flow,
where the eye naturally glides from one area to another. The most common transition is the use of a curved
line to gently lead the eye, such as an arched doorway or winding path. Finally, contrast is fairly
straightforward. Putting two elements in opposition to one another, such as black and white pillows on a sofa,
is the hallmark of this design principle. Opposition can also be implied by contrasts in form, such as circles
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and squares used together. Contrast can be quite jarring, and is generally used to enliven a space. Collect this
idea Another important element of interior design where it is necessary to take infinite pains is details.
Everything from the trimming on the lamp shade, the color of the piping on the scatter cushion, to the light
switches and cupboard handles need attention. Unlike color people find details boring. As a result it gets
neglected and skimmed over or generally left out. As color expresses the whole spirit and life of a scheme;
details are just as an important underpinning of interior design. Details should not be obvious but they should
be right, enhancing the overall feel of a room. Scale and Proportion â€” These two design principles go hand
in hand, since both relate to size and shape. Proportion has to do with the ratio of one design element to
another, or one element to the whole. Scale concerns itself with the size of one object compared to another.
Color â€” Colors have a definite impact on the atmosphere that you want to create when doing interior design.
A more detalied post about how colors affect our moods you can find here.
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Interior Design: Dream Design on a Shoestring - A Guide to Feng Shui, Decorating, and Interior Design on a Budget
(interior design, interior design books, for dummies, interior design for beginners).

The floors are successfully catching the eyes. Modern furnishing pieces with pop colors are great idea to add
the uniqueness in this living room. Tact Design This is a lovely living room with full of coziness and
modernity. Look at the skylight and windows, both provide huge access for natural lights. White and wood
colors also dominate this space, creating soft and clean interior look. Clean lines simply apply for each
furnishing items. Habitat Studio Modern minimalist style living room â€” It offers simplicity with maximum
use and style. You can play the colors for achieving a stylish and modern living room. Use bold color tones
and combine them with neutral schemes like white and grey. The result must be amazing. Tanya Schoenroth
Trendy and modern space for media room. Use un-finished concrete wall to surround this fire feature. Walls
And Floors Open space living room in Moroccan style. Coburn Architecture Play with colors and size for your
small living room. Sigmar London Clean and soft colors are dominating this space. Soft purple sofa and table
become the most attractive pieces in this room. With patterns, this multicolored rug has beautifully broken the
soft and clean look in this room. This beach style living room lets us explore the natural view outside through
this stylish glass paneling. The built-in shelving unit and furniture set are also lovely. They obviously give
amounts of luxury and comfort. Llama Developments An open concept living room with calming interior
schemes. Both interior facade and furnishing items are so interesting. They complete each other, especially the
scheme. Higher ceilings with skylights and exposed beams here show a mixture of modern and traditional
style. The center table tree trunk coffee table , in addition, is the repetition of traditional style used in this
living room. Mimi Snowden Design An enclosed living room with coastal theme. White and blue are the
dominant colors and you can play with these two colors to your living room. Use its texture and design as the
focal point. C H Decoration Actually it is a transformation of a bench into a cozy and stylish sofa slipcover.
Just with simple stripes skirt and foam for back, the bench now becomes a sofa slipcover. You can adopt this
idea for your bench under bay window. Design Storey Stones are easily found in this space. The limestone has
covered the floors, giving natural look and distinctive texture when stepping on it. Such idea is commonly
applied on a modern rustic style. Iron Star Add earthy and neutral furniture to your formal living room to
create little sense of natural warmth. If you want to make your living room little playful in color, combine this
color with bolder pop color like navy blue. Make it as the finishing for small-sized items like accent pillows
and other decorative items. The blue here acts like a focal point of room.
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Understanding basic interior design is essential even if you hire an expert to decorate your whole house. It is very useful
to let you understand the direction of expert's decorating process. Here is overview of basic interior design for dummies
to consider.

Jake Comments 0 Comment A specialist designer is useful when it comes to matters like changing the
significant appearance of your house or even if you should have a different opinion. Be certain you hire
reputed and famous interior designers that are available on the market to provide your interiors a beautiful and
appealing look. Interior design is an enjoyable procedure. Your interior design will produce an intriguing
photo. Moroccan designs are getting to be popular worldwide because of the number of elements included
inside them. You must make unique designs make retention. Balancing design and functionality is the secret to
a superior interior design. The plan of a bedroom is dependent upon a few big facets. Black and white
bedroom designs are perfect for a contemporary bedroom. Among the most vital things you should bear in
mind while building a garage is to get a good idea of its design. Interior designing is must present your house
elegant and fashionable new appearance, there are lots of homes coming up in the market with this kind of
new style and appearance. Thus the primary objective while designing the inside of the living room is to
ensure it is spacious, attractive, and most of all, comfortable to be in. Lighting the interiors aesthetically is a
significant part of modifying a vehicle. If you want to construct your house, and wish to employ an architect,
use one that has experience within this area. There are various creative and exceptional home designing tips
available with professional interior designers on the market. If your home is truly compact, you may use
selected elements to make the feeling of spaciousness. Come to think about it; flooring is an essential part of
your dwelling and floor tile designs, a crucial part of interior designing. Lets look at what is needed to receive
your bedroom up to snuff. By changing only the accent color a room will secure an entirely different look.
Items in a room should coordinate and make a balanced, complementary look when serving as functional
sections of your dwelling but things that look like they came from the box will cause you to feel as if you live
in one. Consider the size of the room you should work on.
Chapter 4 : Home design for dummies â€“ Great Snakes
Cubby Shelves from World Market to hold souvenirs from your travels Find this Pin and more on Interior Design for
Dummies by Priyanka Upadhyay. DIY DISPLAY CASE - Merchants find this glass cabinet with lock to be an affordable
screen option for use within their retail establishment.
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Interior Design for Dummies focal point in interior design cool black modular sofa unique lotus hanging. Rating; Voted;
View; Closet Lighting Solutions Unique Head Boards House Exterior Designs Full Size Headboard Ideas Wine Cellar In
Floor Kitchen Cupbord Kitchen Counter Island Renovating Small Bathrooms Small 1 Bedroom Apartment Baroque
Interior Design Style Better Homes And.
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Interior design and interior decorating are often mistaken for being the same thing, but the terms are not completely
interchangeable. Interior design is a profession that requires specific schooling and formal training, including space
planning, furniture design, and architecture.
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Interior Design for Dummies is a published source that is created for people who are searching for the best ideas of
home decor and all things related to home decorating, including how to decorate a new place, how to start decorating,
etc.
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